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Race track timer app

(Image credit: Future) Tracking your health can be difficult but technology smies your excuses for good. It's as easy as downloading an app on your phone or smartwatch, and you can pretty much track how and when you work out. Because there's an app for just about everything, it's easy to give
between them and never commit. The result is lack of shine efforts and poor results when it comes to tracking your fitness and health. Here are some of the apps we found the best job to keep you exercising regularly, eat well, sleep consistently and drink less alcohol. Exercise is a big deal and the
endless apps have trouble deciding what's best for you. The first thing you need to do is consider what exercise you're interested in doing. If it's a cross-section then an app like Nike + Training Club is a good idea as it combines different workouts from yoga to cross-workouts. You can also customize a
workout period to get you kickstart before settling into your routine. If you're looking for something more focused like a running, yoga or swimming app, then options like Nike+ Run Club, Glo and MySwimPro are all good options because they're specifically designed to train and assist you in the discipline
you're focused on. A good option is to have a focused training app for the preferred form and a more general exercise. This way you open yourself up to try new things, which is essential if you're trying to keep yourself motivated - which is better for fitness and overall health. EatKeeping track or at least
being a conscience of what you eat has been a struggle since the idea that there are bad and good containers invented. While it has become clear over the years that there is no single answer or solution, it means you have a lot to choose from when finding what is right for you. While food trackers can be
a problem for people with a history of eating disorders, others have found them useful to be more aware of what they eat during the day. A good option is MyFitnessPal, it has a large database of food so you don't have to work out the calories yourself and it's not designed to shame you for going through
your budget. If calorie counting isn't your thing, apps that inspire you to eat healthier with great recipe options are also a good choice. Plant-based apps like Deliciously Ella, Kitchen Stories and Look and Cook offer an excellent range of meals suitable for different seasons, experience levels and
groceries. Drinking it is a bit taboo in South Africa, but drinking has been shown to consistently worsen your health. We're not talking about wine with dinner, we're talking about consistent bottles for a week or a weekend. While it may not be alcoholism the damage done to your liver and mentally is not
great. If you want to cut back Drinking but need a little help, apps like DrinkControl, DrinkCoach and How how all great that are non-judgmental platforms that are looking to identify how drinking affects you and not just be a counter for your drinks. DrinkControl will show you how much you've saved by not
buying a drink, DrinkCoach gives you access to support from a community in the same way and says when it will recognise how drinking harms your overall lifestyle. Sleep sleep, or rather sleep deprivation affects your health for the worse. Sleeping on poor nights causes moods, lack of productivity, and
over a longer period your health suffers. There is no quick insomnia solution but there are quite a few apps that have tried to come up with solutions. Headspace and Calm are meditation apps that have sleep. These are 45 minutes adult bedtime stories which are designed to help you drift. Another option
is a white noise app called Noisli. Choose from a variety of sounds to help you relax, from bustling café to rain outside the window. It can also be adjusted for change during the night. Finally, there are log apps like Reflectly which offer guidelines and help you guide your thoughts so you can empty your
head before bed. Medical Review by Timothy J. Legg, Ph.D., CRNP — Written by Anna Lee Beyer on July 31, 2020EVER Feels like your brain is a racetrack and your thoughts are like cars, zooming around at breathtaking speed? Although unlike real races, your thoughts are disorganized. They whip
aimlessly, in endless night out, spreading your focus. Share on Pinterestayor by Maya ChastainThey can flood you by taking many forms, from work worries to pitying the latest news headlines. You just walked out of an intense meeting where you not only felt criticized, but a stack of new projects were
thrown in your lap. Now you don't even know where to start. A family member goes for medical check-ups, and every minute you wait to hear the results, you feel more and more pessimistic. You've had a very awkward conversation with your infatuation and can't stop thinking about what you want to say.
You were going to cram six errands into one free afternoon, but you have a flat. Now, you have seven errands to make. Tomorrow's a big day, but you can't sleep and imagine how everything's going to go. Take the brakes you can decide which thoughts will lead the pack, which ones need the station,
and which one will divert your attention for now. Continue reading for certain habits that will help you control racing thoughts and prevent twins. Try these steps to slow things down when you feel overwhelmed. Meditate. One study found that both sitting meditation (zazen) and moving meditation (tai chi)
helped people cope with stress. If you're starting meditation, try an app with guided audio meditations. If you prefer Physically, go with tai chi video. Try a mantra. Select a short, empowering expression to repeat when your thoughts are competing. Get some vitamin nature. Humans seem to have an
innate fascination with nature that violates mood and reduces stress. Go outside where you can and soak up some sun. Exercise. Studies say exercise reduces anxiety, depression and stress. Choose exercise that brings you joy. Write it down. A 2019 study created a link between personal writing (like
journaling), gaining perspective and a better understanding of yourself and others. Try to capture a racing thought and pin it on paper. Talk to someone. Talking to someone might be like letting yourself off the ramp for some of these racing thoughts. Find a trusted friend (or therapist) who can listen
without judging. Take a deep breath. And another one. Deep breathing can improve mood and low stress, according to independently reported estimates from study participants and objective metrics like heart rate and cortisol levels. Naps. Lack of sleep or insomnia can exacerbate racing thoughts. Give
your brain a less irritated environment by adopting coffee naps, power naps, or stronger sleep habits. Stop scrolling through internet doom. Giving your brain more information to process is like telling it to go faster while adding extra weight. Try our tips for curbing bad social media habits. What fuels your
racing thoughts? Modern life may be partly to blame. Here are other possible fuel sources for racing thoughts:Poor sleep or insomnia may increase stress and stimulate racing thoughts. Stress increases negative thoughts while simultaneously making you feel less able to manage them. Social situations
— especially if you have social anxiety or are part of a marginalized group — can spark thoughts of being judged, accepted, or appeared as expected. Substances, such as caffeine, drugs or alcohol, can stimulate your nervous system or change thought patterns. Keeping a journal can help you keep
track of your triggers. Once you find a pattern, it will be easier to adopt some coping strategies or seek treatment with a professional. Racing thoughts don't necessarily mean something's wrong. Everyone's nervous and stressed out sometimes. However, there are some mental health conditions that can
exacerbate the degree of racing thoughts. There's no way to tell if these are all the cause — or what kind of treatment you need — unless you get a diagnosis. For mental states, it can also take a long time. Seeing a doctor or therapist will be beneficial for learning tools, such as those mentioned above,
but if your condition is chronic, you'll likely need to work with a professional over longer periods of time. Getting medication for a mental disorder is not like getting OTC drugs. Most doctors will only recommend After many meetings. It's so they can prescribe the right medication, hopefully as few side
effects as possible. Medications may include: antidepressants for antipsychotic anxiety stabilizing Adderall (for ADHD) sleep aids you don't necessarily want to press the brakes when it comes to your thoughts. (20-car chain accident? Think of the techniques listed above as ways to help coordinate your
race in the long run. Adopt some stress relief habits or find ways to focus your brain and energy on some productive activities. Finally, accept that some thoughts will have to just run their course. Once you learn better organizational skills, you can better prioritize your thoughts and avoid lying down. Anna
Lee Bier writes about mental health, parenting and books. Follow her on Facebook and Twitter. Last medically tested on July 31, 2020 Alot Health &gt; Health author Sarah Jane Cogswell marking your start date in a wall calendar is easy enough, but who has more wall calendars? Additionally, your
calendar doesn't tell you when to expect the next cycle, when you're oving or helping you track symptoms common in your cycle. There are tons of apps you can download that require very little of you. For the most part, you tell the app when you start, and it'll let you know which part of your cycle is
coming up. Here's a look at 5 of the best cycle tracking apps. Flo with 40 million global downloads, Flo is much more than just a period tracker. Flo is great for women who are trying to conceive, not trying to conceive, or who have already conceived. Give it your last start date, answer some questions (how
long is your period, you experience cramps, etc.), and Flo will take it from there. This will let you know when to expect your next cycle, when you are expected to ovitz, and how likely you are to get pregnant on a given day. There are also a lot of great articles, the Apple Watch app, pregnancy mode, and
the means to track anything from unprotected sex to your current weight. Clue - Period &amp; Health Tracker Clue is a research partner of Oxford, Stanford and Columbia, and has been ranked as the journal's leading free tracking app for obstetrics and gynaecology. A hint allows you to follow your own
cycle (and other health aspects) - but you can also connect with someone else, which can make it a great option to keep your partner to this day at the forefront of fertility. The more the clue adapts to your cycle- the more you use it, the more accurate it becomes. Using a circular calendar, Clue gives you

your fertility window, along with when to expect the next calendar (if your cycle isn't atty 28 days, it can take several months for those dates to be exact). The app also includes a recycling science section that explains everything from how your cycle works to what makes you crave chocolate. Evening by
Zohar A positive app for a woman to track your period, gender and relationships. Eve has a free option that works great, but you can also purchase it by the month, year, or lifetime for $60. The free version gives you a periodic informant and colours your days so you always know when to expect your
observatory or when you're fertile. The more you use it, the more accurate it becomes. Yv has a community, which can help you understand what's normal and what's not, to join a group discussion about hot topics, and what to expect from your hormones throughout the month. There's also purchaseable
information on everything from learning about the male body to staying positive about yourself. Glow Glow has free options and nothing more. He has options to try to conceive, try not to conceive, and for your male counterpart. Again, the more you use it, the more accurate it will be, and it will let you
know when you are productive and when to expect your period. You can track your temperature, sex life, sleep, symptoms, and all sorts of other things, and then Glow makes charts to let you know what these things look like together. Plus, you have access to the same community as the Eve app. The
apps (unsurprisingly) are quite similar, but Glow seems better suited to working with a partner, while Eve is great for all single women. Ovia Instead of appealing to all women, Obiye is more specifically aimed at women who are currently trying to conceive (or expect to be very soon). The app gives you a
fertility score and tells you what stage you're at, when to expect your fertile meza, and how long until your menstrual cycle. It's full of helpful articles, a fertility chart, a community, and the ability to track your health every day. Once you get pregnant, you can go into pregnancy mode and stop getting
notifications about your period and fertility. Last Updated: 6th in 7th time 2018
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